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Abstract 

In this modern world motor plays an important role in industry by running various devices. Without motor an industry cannot be 

imagined. Not only in industries it is also used for home purpose like washing machine , air conditioners, etc. The major hurdle in 

implementation of above strategy is availability of low-cost batteries, indigenous motor technology and grid for charging of 

batteries. As of now the entire market is dependent on import of component for electric vehicle from China. The induction motors 

are in industrial use for more than a century now. The technology is very well established and can be developed effectively for 

propulsion in electric vehicles. Once in use in vehicle fleet, their condition monitoring with help of IoT will further help in rugged 

and cost-effective designs. We have used BLDC motor in electric vehicle due to traction characteristics like high starting torque 

and high efficiency approximately 95-98%.This paper presents the use of IOT (internet of things) and connecting BLDC motor 

using IoT in e rikshaw so that it can provide condition monitoring. The main device used for monitoring purpose is Kelly controller. 

Axle is used to support the differential and motor and connect the wheels. Motor is connected to differential so that speed can be 

varied with acceleration. power is supplied from battery to the system. When we press the accelerator speed in speedometer 

increases. Kelly controller is connected to the motor , battery and a Bluetooth adapter is connected to the Kelly controller to provide 

the real time data of speed in rpm , temperature , battery percentage, torque ,etc. . Kelly controller helps to control motor and real 

time data can be seen on android mobile application (AC ADUSER). Not only we can read the data , we can also control BLDC 

motor using our phone . 

Abbreviation: (BLDC- Brushless Direct Current, IoT-Internet of Things) 

 

1.INTRODUCTION 

E-Rickshaws are by and large broadly utilized as of late and subsequently their effective activity essentially concerns when it is 

being produced. It is utilized for contamination pollution free transportation. They can diminish outflows and even set aside you 

cash. Electric engines respond rapidly, EVs are exceptionally responsive and have generally excellent force. In this way, a e- 

rickshaw must be monitored at standard parameter like current, voltage, charge, rpm of motor, temperature, etc.; and consequently, 

their life and proficiency must be expanded . 

For checking, we are utilizing advancements like the Internet of things (IoT). IoT gadgets like advanced sensors, a Bluetooth 

connector, and information investigation can fundamentally alter the way e-rickshaws makers plan and produce e-rickshaws, as 

well as make new kinds of significant worth for clients and shoppers in a size that was rarely envisioned before. Sending of loT 

gadgets on the will give logical data that was already inaccessible to e-rickshaw owner, for example, Where the items are being 

utilized, how they are being utilized, and Which clients are utilizing them at some random time. Through this they can increase the 

life of e-rickshaws.[3] 

IoT connected to the e-rickshaw through the device network. There have been huge progressions in the field of device network and 

information correspondence. Innovation like IoT has empowered every one of the items to speak with one another over the network. 

IoT gives object-to-endlessly and object-to-device correspondence. IoT empowers sensors or gadgets or articles present in the 

organization to discuss autonomously with different devices in the network.[4] 

The drivers were asked what they would change about their e-rickshaw if they could. It was found that 64% wanted the 

implementation of an electric motor to help them power the vehicle, and when asked if an electric motor would improve their e- 
rickshaw and overall occupation, the consensus was unanimous in favor of the implementation of the electric motor. Other 

improvements wanted by the drivers included better shade from the weather, improved gearing, and better seating.[7] 
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II. PROBLEM 

Sometimes motors are failure due to mechanical and electrical faults. Parameters like current, voltage imbalance in electrical circuit 

create hindrance in motor such as motor rpm disturbed, temperature increased, vibration in motor. 

 

According to IEEE research survey, 44% of engine deficiencies are from bearing and 24% are from stators. Most of mechanical 

disappointments in engines are mechanical irregularity, rolling, and bearings because continuous stress on them can result in a 

harmful effect on e-rickshaw. Factors, for example, improper grease, inappropriate establishment, defilement, and erosion regularly 

added to rolling and course blames. A vibration sensor and current sensor can identify the engine's unpleasant running of bearing 

expanding vibration and lopsided(unbalanced) shaft current because of the transition unsettling influence caused by rotor whimsies. 

Bearing disappointment likewise causes temperature increase to surpass the engine's foreordained burden temperature. This scenario 

is dangerous for e-rickshaw driver and passenger.[9] 

 

III. OBJECTIVE 

 

IoT framework offers a large number of benefits like moderately minimal expense, simplicity of establishment, distant upgradeable 

programming, and robotizes ongoing information examination and cautioning notices to administrators. What's more, the preventive 

upkeep of BLDC motor can be really and somewhat arranged brilliantly with rich information assortment and examination. It is 

changed from time sensitive or run-based upkeep to online prescient support. The primary advantages are like expense decrease of 

upkeep, expanded dependability advanced BLDC motor execution, also, improvement of precision in disappointment forecast. 

 

 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

Motor is connected to differential so that speed can be varied with acceleration. power is supplied from battery to the system. When 

we press the accelerator speed in speedometer increases. Kelly controller is connected to the motor , battery and a Bluetooth adapter 

is connected to the Kelly controller to provide the real time data of speed in rpm , temperature , battery percentage, torque ,etc. . 

Kelly controller helps to control motor and real time data can be seen on android mobile application (AC ADUSER). Not only we 

can read the data , we can also program the parameters according to our need. 
 

 
Fig1- Experiment view of whole system 

There are several parameters available on the screen for example- motor temperature, speed, input power, current , low volt, high 

volt, TPS pedal , phase current , etc. Among these parameters some can be editted while others can only be seen . For example – if 

your motor cannot bear high voltage you can reduce max allowable voltage accordingly and also if you require less speed then you 

can also reduce it through application in edit menu. 
 

V. COMPONENT USED 

A. BLDC MOTOR 

Motor is the one of the core components of an electric vehicle. A motor's capacity and efficiency plays a deciding role in overall 

performance of the vehicle. A Brushless DC Electric Motor (BLDC) is an electric motor powered by a direct current voltage 

supply and commutated electronically .Rotation of the rotor depends on the accurate position with stator. 
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Fig 2 – BLDC motor 

 

 

 

B. Kelly Controller 

Kelly controller is supposed to reduce the noise of BLDC motor,especially for hub motor. Customers can program the KLS 

controller on PC software or Android App.It provide Extended fault detection and protection. Customers can read the error 

code in PC software or Android Tablet also..It provide Monitoring battery voltage. It will stop driving if the battery voltage is 

too high. It provides Built-in current loop and over current protection. It helps in controlling temperature range . 

 

Fig 3- Overview of Kelly controller 

 
 

C. Battery 
There are different batteries, although deep discharge batteries are recommended for electric vehicles, low-cost lead-acid e- 

rickshaw batteries also perform well in e- rickshaw. 

D. Bluetooth module 

Bluetooth module is used to transmit information from Kelly controller to android device. App name is AC Aducer 

E. Sensors 

Various sensors are used in this project like temperature sensors , speed sensors. LM355 temperature sensors is used . It is 

attached with the body of BLDC motor to measure its temperature. Speed sensor is used to measure the speed of BLDC motor. 

 

VI. RESULTS 

Following data has been obtained from the experiment is shown below: 

 
Low Volt 36 Brake Dead Low 20 

Over Volt 60 Brake Dead High 80 

B+ Volt 73 Max Speed 3000 

Current Percent 90 Max Fwd Speed% 100 

Battery Limit 95 Max Rev Speed% 100 

Identification Angle 85 MidSpeed Forw Speed 50 

TPS low Err 0 MidSpeed Rev Speed 30 

TPS High Err 95 LowSpeed Forw 50 

TPS Pedel 44 Low speed Rev Speed 30 

TPS Dead Low 20 PWM frequency 16 

Motor Temp 18 Phase Current 22 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

Checking different boundaries of the vehicle helps the proprietor of the vehicle to really take a look at the vehicle's condition on an 

everyday premise whenever and anyplace. IoT assists the client with checking the situation with the vehicle and gives an alarm to 

the client either physically or naturally on different execution attributes. 

In framework permits the client to screen given by the sensors accessible on the vehicle, furthermore, to control cycles, for example, 

battery charging, by the same token physically and consequently, whenever and anyplace. By observing the different boundaries of 

an electric vehicle, the support of the vehicle can be completed on an ordinary premise or at whatever point there is a prerequisite. 

By observing these parameters with the help of IoT, predict the problem of e-rickshaw in advance. Hence, life of e-rickshaw 

increases, and safety measure of passenger are also in driver hand. 
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